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Nature is one of the most beautiful sources  
of inspiration. It offers unforgettable impressi-
ons. The new collection CASUAL LIVING,  
a key topic of the spring collection from  
JAB ANSTOETZ Fabrics, is inspired by nature. 
Subtle dry looks, floral designs and soft natural 
materials take centre stage.

The colour scheme and design focus on sum-
mery lightness and combinability. The spectrum 
ranges from highly decorative to simple. The 
different techniques are a feast for the eyes: 
embroideries, a generous Jacobean pattern 
and hand-weave looks. The beautiful material 
aesthetics of the plains are typical of the coun-
try-house style. Natural materials such as linen 
and cotton are mixed with polyester. This makes 
the fabrics versatile and hard-wearing. Their 
light and fresh colours brighten the interior.

CASUAL LIVING reflects an attitude to life: 
the collection provides relaxation and soo-
thing cosiness. In elegant settings, beautiful 
transparencies meet tactile surfaces. Whether 
interpreted in a Nordic or Mediterranean style, 
in the mountains or in the city - the collection 
exudes the charm of cosy, textile-inspired inte-
rior design. Combined with organically shaped 
furniture, it creates an inviting atmosphere.  
CASUAL LIVING stands for a new form of  
elegant nonchalance that leaves plenty of  
scope for personal interpretations.

JACOBINA pleases with its lush fantasy blos-
soms and fruits, which are drawn in fine detail. 
The Jacobean pattern combines tradition and 
modernity. Woven on a soft cotton quality, 
the floral design winds across the fabric like 
a meander. In contrast to the complex design, 
the colour scheme is simple: available in six 
colours on a neutral ground.

Yarn variety is the motto of LUCINO. The 
hand-weave look is created by different yarns in 
the weft, resulting in a horizontal mélange. The 
soft quality is enhanced by subtle matt-gloss ef-
fects - available in 13 colours in standard width.

①  JACOBINA  JA7094-020

②  ARCHETYPE  BW-L-121-200

③  GRACE  BW-183-3002

 STRIKE  JA1049-073

④  STRIKE  JA1049-091

⑤  STRIKE  JA1049-050

⑥  STRIKE  JA1049-020

⑦  KELLY  BW-T-116-201

⑧  KELLY  BW-T-116-200

⑨  LOOP  3755/394

⑩  CERVO  JA2111-091

⑪  STRIKE  JA1049-050

 GATSBY  BW-184-1000
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The semi-transparent fabric NATURIA woven 
in double width combines a natural look with 
the positive properties of modern synthetic 
fibres. In 25 colours, yarn-dyed, an iridescent 
effect is created on the surface. The colour 
palette ranges from pastel to crayon colours.

STITCH imitates the look of embroidered ho-
rizontal tapes. The article with a soft feel and 
a beautiful woollen look is made in Germany. 
The five subtle colourways are adorned with a 
subtle colour accent.

The decorative design FLORIA brings colour 
into the room. The flower and leaf embroidery 
combines matt and glossy yarns. The polyester 
base fabric convinces with its good stability 
and good care properties, despite its emphati-
cally natural look.

The room-high semi-transparent fabric ALLEY 
is adorned with a tone-on-tone block stripe 
design with a fine, glossy contour. The piece-
dyed blended fabric with a flowing drape is 
available in 15 colourways.

The semi-transparent fabric LANY can be wor-
ked either lengthwise or crosswise. The linen, 
polyester and viscose base fabric is embroide-
red with an effect yarn, creating an impressive 
three-dimensional effect.
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①  LUCINO  JA7101-071

②  PHIL  JA1051-091

③  CERVO  JA2111-091

④  LOOP  3755/394 

⑤  KELLY  BW-T-116-200

“When we developed CASUAL LIVING,  
we placed great emphasis on natural looks  
and textures. The collection lives from the  
different manufacturing techniques and the  
rich colour palettes.”, Tatjana Heidhölter,  
Design & Development JAB ANSTOETZ Fabrics.

⑥  FLORIA  JA7095-070

⑦  PHIL  JA1051-075
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①  LANY  JA7096-091

②  INSPIRATION  BW-B-122-2104

 STRIKE  JA1049-093

③  LUCINO  JA7101-071

④  KELLY  BW-T-116-100 

⑤  STRIKE  JA1049-092

⑥  LUCINO  JA7101-071

⑦  TRINIDAD  3761/194

EXOTICO is a print fabric made of cotton and linen 
in a narrow fabric width. The semi-transparent fabric 
is adorned with an expressive floral design in a 
lively colour composition. A wonderfully modern 
print fabric!

The upholstery fabric STRIKE is an unusual bouclé 
interpretation. It is available in 27 colours, ranging 
from subdued shades to two- and three-tone co-
lours. The fashionable hues bring lightness into the 
room. The fabric is pleasantly grainy and tactile, yet 
soft and very hard-wearing.

The hard-wearing plain PHIL from the FabricProtect 
range is a very dense bouclé fabric with a natural 
look and a soft feel. The wide range of colours  
and the FabricProtect finish make it a versatile 
all-rounder.

Since 1946 the Bielefeld-based company has stood 
for textile furnishings at the highest level  
of quality and has continuously enlarged its compe-
tence in the field of interior design with a sure ins-
tinct for trends. Run by Stephan and Claus Anstoetz 
as well as Chris-Jacob Schminnes, the internationally 
operating group of companies convinces with a mul-
tifaceted portfolio of exclusive furnishing textiles, in-
terior sun protection solutions, upholstered furniture 
and upholstered beds, made-to-measure carpets 
and floor coverings as well as furnishing accessories. 
Besides the fabric lines JAB ANSTOETZ Fabrics,  
CHIVASSO, CARLUCCI, Gardisette and climatex®,  
the brands also include JAB ANSTOETZ Systems,  
JAB ANSTOETZ Acoustics as well as the flooring 
lines JAB ANSTOETZ Flooring and ADRAMAQ  
and the furniture lines BW Bielefelder Werkstätten  
and ipdesign. The subsidiary Golf House with its 
top-class portfolio of golf equipment and service is 
one of the leading golf retailers in Europe.

Press contact: 
JAB JOSEF ANSTOETZ KG  
Melanie Bohlke 
Potsdamer Straße 160  
33719 Bielefeld, Germany  
Phone: +49 (0)5 21/20 93-422 / 
+49 (0)5 21/20 93-0 Fax: +49 (0)5 21/20 93-464  
E-Mail: melanie.bohlke@jab.de /  
JABexport@jab.de

For further information about the JAB ANSTOETZ 
group of companies please visit www.jab.de.
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